You need:
1 tbsp Gelatin powder
1 tbsp Hot water
2 tbsp Corn/Golden syrup
Food colouring
A plastic container/bag
Paint brush or dropper

Be careful with hot water. Ask an adult for help if you’re not sure!

Making your snot:

1) In your container mix the gelatin and hot water together, stir quickly until the gelatin dissolves.

2) Using a paint brush or dropper add a very small amount of food colouring.

3) Add the corn syrup and mix until it goes stringy and snot like.

4) Enjoy!

Want to make it more runny?
Just add extra water to the gelatin powder.

Want to make it more gruesome?
To make lumpy snot add 2 tbsp of gelatin to 2 tbsp of cold water, add a drop of food colouring. In a pan bring 3 tbsp of milk to boil then pour over the gelatin. Stir until it goes lumpy, this will take about 5 minutes.

Keep your snot in the fridge or you might find things growing on it!